Install Instructions

PRP Seats
Polaris RZR PRO XP - 4 Door
Seats Installation

Parts
A.

Read through all of the instructions completely before
beginning the install.
Parts Included:
A. Seat Adapter Brackets
2 x PRO XP Slider Adapter Bracket (Right)
2 x PRO XP Slider Adapter Bracket (Left)
B. Hardware
8 x 1/4”-20 X 1”L Hex Bolts
8 x 1/4” USS Flat Washer
8 x 1/4” Split Lock Washer

B.

Remove all parts from the box and unwrap completely using
the packaging to lay out the pieces.
Tools Needed: (not included)
10mm Socket
10mm Wrench (with ratchet end)
7/16” Socket
Time:
Approx 2 Hours.
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1. Remove the stock seats from the
vehicle. Unlatch the seat and pull it up
& out.
Note: If you have a Click 6 Harness, you
may need to unbolt the lap and front straps,
and pull them through the harness slots to
fully remove the seat.

2. Start by removing the stock seat
bracket. Use a 10mm socket to remove
the (8) nuts connecting the stock
brackets to the sliders.

3. Take off both stock brackets, the
metal clamps, and the plastic clamps
underneath.

4. Next take your PRP Seat, unbag it, and
place it upside down on a clean surface so
you can see the bottom of the seat.
The seat should have two flat metal straps
running side to side , with bolt holes where
you will mount the PRP adapter brackets.
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5. Place the Driver Side Brackets onto the
bottom of the seat.
The smaller bolt holes in the brackets
should line up with the bolt holes on
the seat frame.
The brackets should be oriented so that
the triangle cut-out is towards the front
of the seat.

6. Once everything is lined up, install the
brackets to the seat using (4) of the 1/4”
bolts, split washer, and flat washers
that we supplied. Use a 7/16” wrench or
socked to tighten them down.

7. Place the PRP Seat into the vehicle.
Make sure that both sliders are lined
up even with each other. Make sure
all 8 bolts line up with the slots on the
bottom of the bracket.
Re-install your Click-6 harness... Or if
you are changing to a PRP Harness, now
is the perfect time to install it while
everything is easy to access.

8. Re-Install the (8) stock nuts using a 10mm
wrench. Using a wrench with a ratchet-end
makes this fast and easy.
Tip: Slide the seat forward and backward to get
better access underneath the seat.
Tip: Pull open the release lever to better access
the bolts/nuts hidden behind it.
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9. Once the seat is secure, repeat steps
1-8 on the passenger side.
Installation is the same for the driver
and passenger sides.

10. And you’re all set!
If you have any questions or experience
issues, please contact your retail outlet first
for assistance. However, the staff at PRP is
always happy to help at 1-800-317-6253, or
email customerservice@prpseats.com
Thank you! Ride Safe!
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